HOUE

CLICK

09 MODELS
14 COLORS
MAKE YOUR CHOICE AND ENJOY

CLICK is a collection of outdoor furniture consisting of
Dining chairs, Sunbeds, Rocking chair, Lounge chair,
Position chair and a Footrest. CLICK is made in intelligent
designed plastic lamellas combined with powder coated
metal and wooden parts in sustainable bamboo. The
components of the lamella are carefully composed to
give the lamellas exactly the right strength and resilience.
THE CLICK CONCEPT provides you excellent cushion
free comfort, and the flexibility to change colors as you
like. The lamellas come in 12 different colors and can be
clicked on and off to change the look of the chair simply
by changing – or mixing the different lamella colors.
DESIGN The CLICK collection is designed by the Danish
designer Henrik Pedersen. In the design process there
is put a lot of effort in shaping the chairs to make the
lamellas follow the structure of the spine. This work has
resulted in the best seating.
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80
CLICK DINING CHAIR
Is simple, honest and ergonomically well thought out. It is
beautiful in its repetition around the table. CLICK dining chair
comes in 3 variants – with or without armrests. CLICK dining
chairs are stackable.

76
CLICK DINING CHAIR
Is simple, honest and ergonomically well thought out. It is
beautiful in its repetition around the table. CLICK dining chair
comes in 3 variants – with or without armrests. CLICK dining
chairs are stackable.

82
CLICK DINING CHAIR TALL
Like CLICK dining chair but the backrest is made taller to
support your back at a higher point. Maybe even more
convenient than the standard Click dining chair …..

20
CLICK POSITION CHAIR
With adjustable backrest is made for all of us who just want to
sit comfortably. CLICK position chair has 7 positions. The first
is more upright than the dining chair, giving you extra support
while dining. After a nice meal you just lean back and relax….

84
CLICK LOUNGE CHAIR
Is an extension of the rocking chair. The comfort is the same
- so for those that are not “about to Rock” – choose the
Lounge chair.

77
CLICK ROCKING CHAIR
Most people like to sit in a rocking chair. Adults and children.
The body will rest in the dynamic rocking movements - this
rocking chair equals nice comfort at all levels. Made for both
indoor and outdoor.

91
CLICK FOOTREST
Is designed to complete the shape of the chair it
complements. The angle makes it the perfect footrest. Use
it together with CLICK dining chair, CLICK position chair,
CLICK Lounge chair or CLICK rocking chair for even better
relaxation.

78
CLICK SUNROCKER
Is a small design experiment that succeeded! You use
yourself, your body, as counterpoint and your weight shift
determines whether you are in a sitting or a lying position. Do
not touch anything, tear or pull. Just lean forward or back.
Sit, lie. That simple.

71
CLICK SUNLOUNGER
The adjustable backrest, is shaped to fit your body perfect in
its different positions. The curves make the Sunlounger very
sculptural. Sit down, find your position and enjoy.

ABOUT HOUE

HOUE is a Danish design house founded in 2007. We
are driven by a passion for Affordable Luxury and a
desire to benefit from the vast pool of gifted design
talents in Denmark. We mix beautiful and innovative
design with mass appeal. Today HOUE offers both an
outdoor and an indoor collection always meeting our
high standards in terms of design, price and quality.
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HOUE
CLIPS

08 MODELS
05 COLORS
MAKE YOUR CHOICE AND ENJOY

CLIPS is a collection of outdoor chairs consisting of Dining
chairs, Rocking chair, Lounge chair, Footrest and a Bar stool.
CLIPS - the core of the design is wrapped around the concept
of grabbing, and holding on to. Like a row of giant staples, the
plastic lamellas are the visual backbone of the CLIPS range,
A frame like railroad tracks, where vertical joints offer a flexible
and comfortable seat, with an option for you to change the
colour scheme as you like.
CLIPS is made in intelligent designed plastic lamellas combined
with powder coated aluminum. The components of the lamella
are carefully composed to give the lamellas exactly the right
strength and resilience. CLIPS are shaped to provide excellent
cushion free comfort. The aluminum combined with the plastic
lamellas make CLIPS completely free of maintenance.
The CLIPS products all come in different beautiful lamella colors
clipsed on a powder coated dark gray frame – just make your
choice!
DESIGN CLIPS is designed by the Danish designer Henrik
Pedersen.
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DINING CHAIR WITH ARMREST
CLIPS dining chair is light and simple in its appearance but still the wide lamellas make it
sophisticated and special. Comes in 2 variants with or without armrests, and with the choice of
6 or 4 lamellas for the backrest. CLIPS dining chairs are stackable.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen.

42
DINING CHAIR WITH ARMREST - SMALL BACK
CLIPS dining chair is light and simple in its appearance but still the wide lamellas make it
sophisticated and special. Comes in 2 variants with or without armrests, and with the choice of
6 or 4 lamellas for the backrest. CLIPS dining chairs are stackable.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen.

15
DINING CHAIR WITHOUT ARMRESTS
CLIPS dining chair is light and simple in its appearance but still the wide lamellas make it
sophisticated and special. Comes in 2 variants with or without armrests, and with the choice of
6 or 4 lamellas for the backrest. CLIPS dining chairs are stackable.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen.

44
LOUNGE CHAIR
Perfect lounge chair for a relaxing moment.
CLIPS lounge chair is stackable.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen.

42
ROCKING CHAIR
Feel the rocking movements and enjoy the comfort – just relax!
CLIPS rocking chair is cosy and embracing but still light and
simple like all products in the CLIPS line.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen.

15
BAR STOOL
Summer - a cold drink in the bar on CLIPS bar stool – this is the perfect break!
Two different footrest heights to suit both short and long-legged persons.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen

20
FOOT REST
CLIPS footrest – the perfect complement to CLIPS Lounge
chair and CLIPS Rocking chair for the ultimate relaxation.
Designed by Henrik Pedersen

HOUE

ABOUT HOUE

To us it is very important that the comfortability in our furniture is
the best possible. Therefore, we always put a lot of effort in our
product development processes striving to meet the highest
standard of comfort and craftsmanship.

HOUE is a Danish design house. We are driven by a passion for
Affordable Luxury and a desire to benefit from the pool of gifted
design talents in Denmark. We draw on a proud heritage of
mixing beautiful and innovative design with mass appeal. Today
HOUE offers both an outdoor and an indoor collection always
meeting our high standards in terms of design, price and quality.

Our products are produced only on well-established factories
with whom we have worked very close for several years.
Our products are not random mass production - every little
component in our furniture is thoroughly chosen or invented to
cover the exact need, and every joint or curve is well thought
through by our highly skilled product developers to assure we
always get the right and expected quality in our products.
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Denmark
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HOUE

TABLE

06 MODELS
12 SHAPES
MAKE YOUR CHOICE AND ENJOY

SEATED is a collection of Outdoor Dining tables,
all made in combinations of raw powder coated
metal, sustainable bamboo or sophisticated white
HPCL and beautiful black granite. This creates a
collection of well-designed outdoor dining tables
which all perfectly complement HOUE dining
chairs and enable several beautiful settings for the
garden.

DESIGN All HOUE Outdoor dining tables are
designed by the Danish designer Henrik Pedersen.
In the design process there is put a lot of effort
in form and shape to make tables that not only
pleases the eye but also obtain the optimal stability
and functionality.

CIRCLE DINING TABLE Ø 110 CM / Ø 150 CM
A beautiful dining table for your garden that enables free seating
as the leg construction is drawn under the table to provide
comfortable legroom. 6 chairs around CIRCLE Ø150 is very nice,
but the table easily seats 8 - 10 people. Decorative granite stone
in the table center for hot pots.

ECLIPSE DINING TABLE 200 CM
A beautiful and well-proportioned garden dining table that with its
oval form provides plenty of space. Decorative granite stone in the
table center for hot pots.

LEAF DINING TABLE
Triangular 146 x 146 x 146 cm with table top lamels in sustainable
bamboo and leg construction in grey powder coated steel. A
beautiful garden table that really look like a leaf! The triangular form
and the table construction which is drawn under the table makes
it possible to seat 9 people around the table.

SKETCH DINING TABLE 160 / 220 CM
with lamellas in bamboo. The beautiful sculpted metal legs give
the SKETCH table a minimalistic look. The leg construction makes
the table completely stable. Also available with white compact
laminate table top.

FOUR DINING TABLE 90 / 160 / 210 / 270 CM
A dining table with a top and four legs – that is what you
get in FOUR, no matter which size you choose. Made in
powdercoated aluminium, and table top in bamboo. The
special developed extruded profile in the table frame make a
remarkable strong table, that allow the table to be 270 cm long.

EYELET
Tray tables in powder coated metal comes in 3 sizes Ø45, Ø60
and Ø71. Easy to move to wherever it is needed - indoor as well
as outdoor. Place it alone or together in a cluster of mixed sizes
and colors.
EYELET has a special drain system, which keeps the tray free from
water after a rain shower.

BAMBOO is the largest member of the grass
family. Compared to wood bamboo is definitely the
most sustainable material. The growth of bamboo
is very fast – the species that we use for furniture
grow more than 1 meter within 24 hours! Bamboo
re-plants itself. New bamboo shoots will spread
from the roots.
Bamboo releases more oxygen than any other
plant, actually 35% more than ordinary woods.
This is due to the fast growth. Bamboo also
recycles large amounts of CO2. Bamboo can
absorb 30% CO2 and release more than 35%
oxygen, - so choosing bamboo as material means
contributing positively to CO2 evolution.
In addition to being a very fast growing plant,
bamboo is a very strong and hard material and

stronger than traditional woods. Bamboo is very
stable and is affected only very little by humidity.

BAMBOO CARE The bamboo lamellas on HOUE
tables are treated with a special impregnation from
the factory, which is drawn into the bamboo. To
keep the table nice, it is necessary to treat the
bamboo lamellas on a regularly base with oil
suitable for bamboo. We recommend you to oil
the table before taking it into use, and again after
approx. 4 weeks, then as needed (3 – 4 times a
year)
Outside the season, store in a dry and ventilated
room. Do not cover the bamboo top, as bamboo
is a natural material that needs air to avoid that
fungi and mold will spread into the material.

ABOUT HOUE
HOUE is a Danish design house founded in 2007.
We are driven by a passion for Affordable Luxury
and a desire to benefit from the vast pool of gifted
design talents in Denmark. We draw on a proud
heritage of mixing beautiful and innovative design
with mass appeal. Today HOUE offers both an
outdoor and an indoor collection always meeting
our high standards in terms of design, price and
quality.
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HOUE
LEVEL

04 MODELS
MODULARITY
MAKE YOUR CHOICE AND ENJOY

LEVEL
It’s all about level, to come eye to eye with nature, to
relate to the horizon and to get lines and shapes to move
to a higher level! The lightweight frame and soft cushions
creates both contrast and comfort – and tempt with
relaxed lounge atmosphere
LEVEL is a lounge collection consisting of 2 couch
modules – one left and one right and a pouf, all with
powder coated gray Aluminum frame and cushions in
water resistant dark gray fabric. To complement the
couch LEVEL also include a coffee table in beautiful
bamboo. The collection is made to make it possible to
mix the modules in many different ways.

DESIGN LEVEL is designed by the Danish designer
Henrik Pedersen.
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End module left or right 140 x 95 cm

Open module 81 x 81 cm

Table module 81 x 81 cm
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We are driven by a passion for Affordable Luxury
and a desire to benefit from the vast pool of gifted
design talents in Denmark. We draw on a proud
heritage of mixing beautiful and innovative design
with mass appeal. Today HOUE offers both an
outdoor and an indoor collection always meeting
our high standards in terms of design, price and
quality.
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